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Doing Business in a Volatile World

Trade Wars and Terrorism:
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Our Mission & Solutions

We are driven to empower economic and human possibility for clients,

colleagues and communities around the world.

We are a leading global professional services firm providing a broad

range of risk, retirement and health solutions. Our 50,000 colleagues in

120 countries empower results for clients by using proprietary data and

analytics to deliver insights that reduce volatility and improve

performance.

COMMERCIAL RISK SOLUTIONS

We offer risk advisory, risk transfer and structured solutions that help organizations and individuals

better identify, quantify and manage their risk exposure.
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See Commercial Risk Solutions >

REINSURANCE SOLUTIONS

We provide risk transfer, claims advocacy and capital management solutions to help re/insurers reduce

volatility and build more resilient businesses, governments and communities.

See Reinsurance Solutions >

RETIREMENT SOLUTIONS

We offer actuarial, investment and bundled retirement solutions to help clients design and implement

secure, equitable and sustainable retirement programs.

See Retirement Solutions >

HEALTH SOLUTIONS

We provide consulting, global benefits and exchange solutions to help clients mitigate rising health

care costs and improve employee health and wellbeing.
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See Health Solutions >

DATA & ANALYTIC SERVICES

We combine proprietary data, technology and advisory services to develop insights that help clients

reduce volatility and improve performance.

See Data & Analytic Services >
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Careers at Aon
Every day, our colleagues make an impact, work with the best and own their potential. Find what’s
possible at Aon.

Join our team
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Investor relations
View our earnings releases, earnings call replays, presentations and other investor-related
information.

Learn more
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